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UNITED STAT.::S OF AMERICA
ciec.j2 g ,, I

NUCLEAR RE3ULATORY COMMISSION ro

O
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING 30ARD q,

ON
In the Matter of July 6, 1980
HOUSTON LIGHTING AND P0ifER COMPANY Docket No. 50-466
(Allens Creek Nuclear GeneratinS Station, Unit 1)

INTERR03ATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTIOh 0F
DOCUMENTS FROM J. MORGAN AND MAR 3A:iET SISHOP TO HOUSTON
LIGHTING AND POWER ****SAID INTERROGATORIES AND EQUSSTS
ARE TO PERTAIN TO ONLY THOSE CONTENTIONS FOR WHICH THE
BISHOPS ARE LEAD PARTY FOR DISCOVETI.

Interrogatory No. 1: Relevant to 31 shop combined Contention No. 1

a) Is the population projection data shown on table S2.2-6

of, the ACN35-ER Supple:nent the :nost recent population
'

projection' data available to or made by Applicant?
Ifnot["pleaseprovidethemost recent data in the same'

format as the fore oing table S2.2-6 and give appropriate
.

references as to source of the data.

3) Does the Applicant believe the data shown on table S2.2-6

of the ACuGS-E.1 Supplement to be accurate? Explain in

detail the reasons for your answer to the first part of

this question,

c) Does the Applicant believe it desirable and/or necessary

to make updated population projections for the 50 cile

radial area around the site? If so, why? If not, why not?

Explain in detail please. ,

-

d) Does the Applicant intend to update the population

projections shown in Table S2.2-6 of the ACNGS-ER

Supplement before the forthcoming Hearing? If so, why?
_

If not, why not? 2xplain in detail please. What spurces

of data will the Applicant use if the population g
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projections are to be updated?

e) On page 2.1-5 of the ACNGS-PSAR the Applicant states

that population projections were :nade quote "by assignin$
each sector the percentage of the total census division

population that it had in 1970. This method of apportion-
..:'
ment channels most of the projected growth into the

sectors already developed." unquote. Please explain in

detail the. rationale, and the lo6 c for using this1

methodology for projecting population distribution.

Please list 'the references you used to support your
'

,meEhodology and the applicable page nu=bers.

f). Does th,e Applicant be'11 eve the methodology (as noted in
~

:

e) above) used to be the cost accurate available? If so,
*

why? If not, why not? ilill the Applicant use the same

ethodolo6y in aaking updated or revised population

projections. If so, why? If not, what .aethodology

will be used and why?

g) Please explain in detail what the Applicant looks for j

from a population point of view in a site for a nuclear

!
Senerating plant.

h) ~.Ihy does the Applicant believe it proper and in the

best interest of the public to site a nuclear senerating
plant so close to the city of Houston.

1) List Applicant's internal documents that discuss the
1

relative :nerits from a population projection standpoint
'

of siting ACNGS at the various alternative sites. |
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j) Bay City is a potential alternative site for the ACH35.

Please supply equivalent population data for the 3ay City

plant as shown on Table S 2.2-6 of the ACNGS-ER Supplement.
'

k) Under what circumstances would the Applicant recommend

siting a nuclear 6enerating plant within the city limits

of Houston?

1) Does the Applicant believe it has grossly underesti:nated
'

the population projected to be within 30 miles of the

plant in the year 19857 If so, why? If not, why not?

m) Please shpply. the population distribution (in the format
i

of the aforementioned Table S 2.2-6) that the Applicant
,

believes would represent the maximum allowable and still
.% -

.

site the plant at the proposed ACNGS site.

n) Does the Applicant believe it should be required to
.

prepare and submit an environmental 1.: pact statement

on the effects of a class 9 accident at ACNGS on the
area and people aut* rounding the plant? If not, why not?

If so, why?

o) dould the Applicant-support and voluntarily prepare an

2.4 statement like the one mentioned in n) acove? If ,

|
so, why? If not, why not?

p) Does the Applicant believe that it (as a Ecod corporate

citizen) has a duty to the citizens it serves to assess

the impact on the area and the populace of a Class 9

accident at ACN3S? If so, why? If not, why not?

.
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q) Has the Applicant assessed the impact of a Class 9

at ACNGS on the area surroundin6 the plant? If so, cite

specific documents showing the assessment. If not, is

the Applicant plannin6 to make such an assessment? If ndt,
why not? If so, why?

Interro6atory No. 2: Relevant to Bishop Contentions 4 and 5

a) What information does the Applicant have pertainin6 to

the movement of the Brazos River toward the proposed

pipeline route since 19707 List, describe and other-

wise detEilifour sources of information.
b) Ho.w far (in. feet) has the Brazos River moved toward the

,

proposed p'ipeline route since 19307, since 19407, since
~ 19507,7 sine'e 19607, since 19707 List sources of

information with appropriate page numbers.
.

InterroSatory No. 3: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 6

a) dhat is the =aximum peak overpressure e plant's

critical structures are des 16ned to withstand? sist
|

references with appropriate page numbers. '

b) .Please supply the equivalent data (i.e. peak overpressure,

etc) as on Table 2.2, page 2.2 A-20 of the ACN33-PSAR

assuming the distance from the center of detonation was

zero feet. Show method of calculation and references.

c) What internal (inside the plant) monitoring devices does |
|

the plant have to detect LPG in the air? Where are they

located? What is their sensitivity? |

|
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Interrogatory No. 4: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 7:

a) Had the Applicant prior to the pre-hearing conference,

analysed the impact of a gas detonation on the coolin6
lake dam? If not, why not? If so, please list and

supply documents showing the calculated impact.
Interrogatory No. 5: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 9 :

a) '4 hat internal (inside the plant) monitoring devices does
the plant have to detect natural $as in the air? What1

is their sensitivity? Give details of their operating
erriciency 't.atinss. Where are they located?

Le
b) Same question as 5 a7Xe#xternal (outside the plant),

monitoring devices.
s ?

InterroSatory No.'6: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 10:

. a) llad the Applicant, prior to the pro-hearing conference,

analyzed the impact on the plant of potential hazardous

materials being spilled upstream into the Brazos River?-
If not, why not? If so, supply documents showing the
calculated impact.

c) .fhat internal (inside the plant) and axternal (outside
the plant) monitorin8 devices does the plant'have to

detect hazardous chemicals such as crude oil, hydrogen

sulphide and LPG in the river; in the cooling lake water;
and within the plant? What is their sensitivity? Nhere
are they located?

E
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c) List 3 chemicals and the amounts of each which if in
the coolin6 lake could cause harm to the plant. Explain

why and how these chemicals can cause harm to the plant.

Interrogatory No. 7: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 12

a) What data does the Applicant have to prove that the wells

drilled by Applicant into the ground underneath the cooling
lake have seen plugged so that water cannot drain down

4

the holes into the subsurface formations? Please give a

detailed well-by-well review showin$ casing, drillin6 and.

cementin5 records.
,

b) List and discuss the data the Applicant has to support

the Applicant's statement that water moves through the,

Ivangeline Aquifer at 50-100 feet per year.
c) Hns the Applicant conducted any pulse tests in the

Evan3eline Aquifer in the area of the plant? If so, give

details, list documents and references.

d) Does the Applicant believe that radioactive material will

become more concentrated on the shore and/or in the lake

bottom than it is in the lake water during the plant's
operating lifetime? If so, why? If not, why not? Give

references and estimates of the rate of build-up of
radioactivity per year with bases for your estimates.

e) A long trench was dus by Anolicant in an effort to

determine if surface faultin6 was present at the site.

The trench was abandoned before completion due to
.

4
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" inconclusive evidence" accordin6 to Applicant. Please

explain why the evidence was considered inconclusive.

Interrogatory No. 3: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 17

a) What chemicals, materials, etc that could be released

an a result of a train wreck have been analyzed relative

to their potential icpact on tne plant other than chlorine

and TNT? Give references, documents etc showing your

analy sis.

b) Is the plant (as now designed) protected by monitoring

devices from. any air-borne chesical other thun chloring?
If so, which chemicals? Give type end location of the

monitoring devices.
. .% -

c) Cite, lict, etc. the hazardous chemicals dnd the cuantities

of same carried on the rallpoad in the past year (or other
.

time interval if appropriate). Give source of informat&on
and pertinent documents.

Interrogatory No. 9: Relevant to Bishop Contention No. 21

a) At what rate will radioactive nuclides or material

build up in the lake bottom sedi:nent? What will be the

composition of the radioactive ouild-up? What will ba |
|

the concentrt. tion of the radioactive build-up?

b) Describe the cectanis:c by which the .audioactive asterial

will bcild-up in the lake battaa. Describe the recto?s

that influence the rate of build-up.

c) Please give your estimate of the rate of o;ild-up

in radioactive material in the fish in the lake usins as
your basis a 2 pound fish that lives in the lake 10 years.

.
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Please estimate the radioactivity in this fish fromyear zero
to year ten. Give bases for younealculations and discussr

what factors might cake your calculations either h1 h6
or low as regards cadioactivity.

d) How would your answer to part c aoove vary if the design
casis. fish lived the entire.10 years 1 foot below the

,

, surface of the water or the entire 10 years in the
bottoo .aud? Give reasons for the variance and discuss
the factors that 1; pact the zagnitude of the variance.

Cite references used in your anclysis with pC6e nu2cers,

Re' 'acive to body weight which fish processes the moste) l

, water on a daily bcsis, a 1 pound fish oI a 10 pound
fish. Provide references supportin6 Jour answers.

f) How much food, expressed as a percent of body weight,

would an hvercge one pound Texas catfish be expacted

to eat in a day; how nuch would a ten pound Texas catfish
eat? Give references and pcss numaers for your answers.

Interrogatory No. 10: Relevant to dishop Contention No. 12

a) Does the Applicunt now state that no surf &ce faulting
;

exists between the surface and the Evcageline Aquifer in
the cooling icke area. Upon what evidence and sitin5

references does the Applicant make his judgement?

Respectfully Submitted,
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